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Mobile listed below is a short summary of some of the more popular second language teaching methods of the past half century. For a more detailed analysis of different methods, see approaches and methods in teaching the languages of Richards, J. and Rogerss, T (1986) Cambridge Cup. The direct method in this method of teaching is done entirely in the target language. The
learner is not allowed to use his native language. Grammar rules are avoided and there is an emphasis on good pronunciation. [More] grammar-translation training is largely aimed at translating into and from the language. Grammar rules are supposed to preserve and have long lists of vocabulary learned by the heart. There is little or no emphasis on the development of verbal
ability. [More] the audio-linguistic theory behind this method is that learning a language means acquiring habits. There are many exercises of dialogues of any situation. The new language was first heard before it was seen in writing and is widely dug up. [More] the structural approach of this method sees language as a set of grammatical rules that are to be learned one at a time in
a set arrangement. Therefore, for example, the verb to be is introduced and practiced before the current continuous time when it uses being as an auxiliary. Suggestopedia The theory underlying this method is that a language can be acquired only when the learner is receptive and has no mental blocks. In different ways, the student is suggested that language is easy - and in this
way the mental blocks for learning are eliminated. [More] TPR Total Physical Response (TPR) works by having a learner response to simple commands such as Stand up, close your book, go to the window and open it. The method emphasizes the importance of understanding aural. [More] communication language training (CLT) is the focus of this method is to enable the learner
to communicate effectively and appropriately in different situations he will most likely find himself in it. The contents of CLT courses are functions such as invitations, suggestions, complaints or contents such as expression of time, quantity, location. The silent way is called because the teacher's goal is to say as little as possible so that the learner can control what he or she wants
to say. There is no use in native language. The language learning community in this way attempts to build strong personal bonds between teacher and student so that there is no block to learning. There is a lot of talk in the native language that is translated by the teacher for repetition by the student. Immersing this is largely in accordance with the situation we have in our school.
ESL students are immersed in English for the entire school day and are expected to learn math, science, humanities etc. through target language media, English. Migrant students attending local schools find themselves immersed in the situation, for example refugee children from Bosnia German or Puerto Rican schools in American schools. . Language-based learning is the task
of focusing education on completing a task that is interesting to learners in itself. Learners use the language they already have to complete the task, and there is little correction of errors. (This method is mainly in the ESL teaching middle school at Frankfurt International School. Other students, etc.) the natural approach of this approach, put forth by Professor S. Crachen,
emphasizes the similarities between learning the first and second languages. There is no correction of mistakes. Learning is done by students who are exposed to language that is understandable or understandable to them. The lexical headings of this approach are based on a computerized analysis of language that identifies the most common (and therefore most useful) words in
the language and their different uses. The headings of these words are widely taught in order of frequency, and a great emphasis is placed on the use of authentic materials. See: Willis, D. (1990) The Lexical Syllabus. Collins Cooying - Wikipedia's review of the methodology of language teaching in the field of linguistics and teaching in the twentieth century has been identified by
the development of different methods and approaches to foreign language teaching. Some have, or have a small sub, and others are widely used. Although modern foreign language teaching has adopted completely new methods, the work of language experts in the period between 1950 and 1980 made a significant impact on scientific views on teaching and learning the second
language. Even when methods are not frequently used or fallen into obscurity, they may provide useful insights into the methodology of general teaching. Surely modern teaching is also based on elements derived from these methods. What's on it? Before we present their teaching and classification methods, it will be helpful to remember what method it is in terms of defining and
applying it in classrooms. One of the most extensive definitions is a short statement, which is a design method for providing a specific linguistic material for learning. Among linguists it has been agreed that it should be based on a selective approach. However, not all linguists actually agree on the use of the terms 'method' and 'approach'. It seems that some linguists tend to cancel
the term method; some hold that a particular method is actually an approach or that a particular approach is actually a method. However, most linguists agree that a specific educational system should be elaborated on the goals of teaching and learning. This That the selection and organization of content should be considered in terms of these objectives, the types of duty and role
of teachers and students. The basic classification of methods is categorized into three main categories: (1) Structural method: grammar-translation method and audio-linguistic method (described below)(2) Functional methods: Situational language teaching (in which (3) Interactive methods (in alphabetical order): communication language teaching, direct method, language
immersion, natural approach, specific language learning method, silent way, storytelling, skill training through reading and total physical response ) TPR). The structural methods of the grammar method of translating this method of foreign language teaching were considered a structural method based on the traditional method (also called classical) Greek and Latin.In th century
18th and 19th centuries, an adult was considered mentally ready for the world, and its challenges were only if the person had learned classical Greek and Roman literature and mathematics. The purpose of the grammar-translation method was to allow learners to read and translate literary masterpieces and classics and not speak foreign languages. It remained in schools until the
1960s (including American schools), but the evolving teaching method found many weak points of the procedure, thereby being replaced by an audio-linguistic and direct method. Note: However, India, where a number of methods and techniques have evolved in foreign language teaching, is the oldest teaching method and is still in active use. In this method, students strictly
follow the textbook and translate sentences verbatim to preserve abstract grammatical rules and exceptions and long bilingual vocabulary lists: the teacher translates from foreign language to native language and students from their native language into foreign languages. Grammar points are provided contextally in the textbook and explained by the teacher. The only skill applied
was reading but only in the field of translation. Due to these limited goals, language specialists found more disadvantages than advantages in this method. That is, it is thought to be an abnormal way because it ignores the natural order of learning (listening, speaking, reading and writing). It also ignores speech by placing very little or not paying attention to the communication
aspects of the language. Therefore, students lack an active role in the classroom and thus fail to express themselves sufficiently in spoken language. It is also wrong to translate the word for the word because accurate translation is not always possible or true. Translation is also an indicator of its language today. Another disadvantage of this method is that it does not provide such
an exercise to the learner that the person can internally internally. The patterns of a language are partly to make it a habit. SidesNote positive and negative: Language learning means acquiring certain skills that can be learned through listening, speaking, reading and writing practice and not just by maintaining the rules. The audio-linguistic method in the audio-linguistic method,
students are taught directly to the target language without using their native language. New words and grammars are explained as openings in the target language. Unlike the direct method, the audio-linguistic method focuses little on vocabulary, but on static grammar drills. There are no explicit grammar instructions, just maintaining a certain form and practice of construction until
it is used on its own. But the innovation was the use of a language lab or laboratory (an audio or audio-visual installation aid). In this context, the teacher presents the correct model of a sentence and the students repeat it. The language lab remained in use in modern teaching, especially for practicing listening comprehensiity. However, students who are exposed to this method
have almost no control over their output and this is precisely in direct opposition to modern language teaching. Its origins of the linguistic sonic method are also known as the 'army method' due to army influence; This method is the product of three historical conditions and its third cause of birth was the outbreak of World War II. U.S. troops were sent to war around the world and
needed to provide them with basic verbal communication skills. In addition, the launch of the first Russian satellite in 1957 prompted Americans to pay special attention to teaching foreign languages to prevent possible isolation from scientific advances in the world. Two other conditions include the work of American linguists such as Leonard Bloomfield, who led the development of
structural linguistics in America (1930-1940) and the work of behavioral psychologists (such as. B.F. Skinner believed that all behaviors (including language) were learned through positive or negative repetition and reinforcement. Note: The prevailing scientific methods at the time were observation and repetition, which was easily suitable for mass training. The primary concern of
American linguistics in the first decades of the 20th century were languages spoken in America, and linguists relied on observation to describe the theory of native languages. The Pennsylvania Project, conducted by Philip Smith from 1965 to 1969, provided significant proof that the traditional cognitive approach to native speakers was more effective than audio-linguistic methods.
Other research also obtained results that showed that explicit grammatical education was more productive in the mother's language. Since 1970, Samd-Linguistics has been discredited as an effective teaching method, however, it continues to be used today, although not as the foundation of a course. It is not Lessons covered by modern language teaching methods. The structural
perspective of the language was eventually replaced by the presented view in the oral approach. The philosophy of oral approach is to view speech as the basis of language and structure as the foundation of the ability to speak. American structuralists such as Charles C. Ferris share this view, but British linguists (such as M.A.K. Holiday and J.R. Firth) went further, declaring that
structures should be presented in situations where they can be used. As a result, they opened the door to situational language teaching. An example of an applied method of situational language teaching in applied linguistics, situational language teaching is considered an oral approach developed by British linguists in the period from the 1930s to the 1960s. Its main principles are
vocabulary learning and practicing reading skills. This approach (some linguists name it as a method) has a behavioral background; It deals less with learning conditions and more with learning processes. These learning processes are divided into three stages: receiving knowledge, maintaining it by repeating it and using it in practice to the point that it becomes a personal skill and
habit. Features of situational language teaching: In theory, language learning is a habit of formation, meaning that mistakes should be avoided because they make bad habits. Language skills are presented in spans and then in writing because they are learned more effectively in this way. The meanings of words are learned only in a linguistic and cultural context. There is a strong
emphasis on oral practice, thereby this form of teaching still attracts the interest of many practically oriented classroom teachers. The view of this method was questioned by Noam Chomsky, who in 1957 showed that structural and behavioral approaches to language teaching were not correct. He claimed that the basic defining characteristics of a language such as creativity and
the uniqueness of individual sentences were neglected by their application. He also believed that a learner should have a talent for a certain type of linguistic competence. Commentsthuraya on 09 October 2017: Although I am a graduate student this is the first time I hear about this classification, I am absolutely grateful for this short and useful explanation.Robin on 01 June 2017:I
It is starting to tutor an adult in English. I have a primary education degree, though somewhat ancient, and I'm trying to decide how to approach the project. I understand from the student what his needs and expectations are, but is it sometimes appropriate to use his or her language? Anita Rai on 01 May 2013: You are right. I was getting sloppy with the tongue, they're not on it, as
you write correctly. Jasmine (author) on May 01, 2013:Hi, I just read the hub you wrote – great information about kaplan international reviews. What you've mentioned is actually teaching the techniques used in the frame Teaching methods such as audio-visual, suggestopedia, etc. A much more complex and scientifically supported method through experiments, research and
theory. I use such a variety of teaching techniques consistent with different and modern ages to fit the needs of students. Anita Rai on April 29, 2013: Very interesting hub. I just wrote one about the recent Kaplan International review which shows the most popular ESL teaching methods used worldwide. Beatles songs, Obama speeches and Mr. Beyn's TV shows are among the
highest-priced. I see them as some kind of question choice for you! Jasmine (author) on October 23, 2012: Learning your native language or native language is very different from learning a second or foreign language. If you were bilingual, the difference is not so obvious, but in most cases children have better knowledge of the language the mother speaks. Thanks for the
comment! SotD and Zera on October 23, 2012:This is really interesting. It's kind of funny how much we thought we had to put in place to duplicate a natural process - we all learn the language as babies, and then we have to do a lot of tinkering when we're older to fix it again. Thanks for reading.-ZeraJasmine (author) on July 29, 2012:Hope you write a hub about the methods you
use. Thanks for the comment, donmanual :)donmanual from Pelia del Carmen, Mexico on July 27, 2012:As a Spanish teacher, I know a lot of procedures. Although the hub you read was very interesting. Much! Jasmine (writer) on June 29, 2012: Thank you, Chandriklier! The article still needs to follow up on each method. Chandryclaire on June 28, 2012:Awesome
input!samanthajae on June 15, 2012:Hi Vox Vocis, thank you for sharing this very informative hub. Glad to see it :)Jasmin (author) on May 22, 2012:Thank you, Fabiana! Fabiana03 from California on May 21, 2012:Great Hub! Jasmine (writer) on May 11, 2012: Welcome, Christine! I agree, students need to get to know teaching methods as well as teachers. Jasmine (author) on 30
April 2012:@lirsky: Right. A good mix of different methods of foreign language teaching is always the best shot. Finally, as both a teacher and a student, you can recognize the best performances.lirsky on 30 April 2012: That you have for information. It helps me very much as a teacher and yet as a student who is getting a master's teaching. These methods are really useful in
teaching, but let us always consider our learners in every way we use teaching. Jasmine (writer) on March 23, 2012: Thank you, rmcleve :) I'm a professional teacher so I need to know these things. I also intend to write a series of hubs that deal with each of the methods of teaching foreign language separately.rmcleve on 23 March 2012:Wow! It was an incredibly detailed hub and
went above and beyond my expectations. You really know what you're all about! Jasmine (author) on March 09, 2012:@Naveed: Thank you for your comment. I also believe that the direct method is very effective, When you teach new concepts and vocabulary. However, I also think that the use of native speakers in explaining grammar is more efficient than the snesthetic
approach used in the direct method. Naveed ahmed janjua. on March 08, 2012:According to my opinion the most effective &amp; purposeful method of language learning is direct method which enables a person to communicate,think &amp; apply it directly in the social context if opportunity is available otherwise use it with classmates. Jasmine (author) on March 06, 2012:Thanks,
Kingsley! My advice is to use interactive methods. Kingsley O. Ugwuanyi (Nigeria) on March 06, 2012:This is superb. i was looking for this information . It's just so exciting to choke on him right now, Jalal! Jasmine (author) on February 27, 2012:@nifwlseirff: I can't agree with you any more! Just like you, I also need grammar explanations in a language that I fully understand first.
Thanks for commemt! Kymberly Fergusson from Germany on February 27, 2012:A good contrast of language teaching methods. I have found (both as a student and a language teacher), that some methods work better depending on the individual learning style of the student. I found learning a language with dipping didn't work well for me. When learning - the analytical side of me
needs to explain grammar before I can 'stick' a new sentence structure, no matter how many times I hear it and repeat it. Jasmine (author) on November 10, 2011:@Ben kamau: Glad you found it useful! Thanks for commenting :)Ben kamau on November 10, 2011:That very good article (author) on October 20, 2011:@AureliaMilani: It can be said that interactive methods are
actually modern teaching methods, especially teaching communication languages. The latter is actually an approach to foreign language teaching (this varies from state to state). Thanks for the :)Jasmine (author) on September 11, 2011:@Bbudoyono: That's an interesting program. I learned about a similar method applicable to preschool education at a one-time seminar. I applied
it in kindergarten and the kids were thrilled with this way of learning. Bbudoyono on September 11, 2011: When I learned English in high school I used to listen to a BBC specially called 'Pedagogical Fun'. In the program, we listened to a pop song, and then the teacher explained meaning and grammar. It was very interesting and it helped me a lot. Thanks for writing this hub.
Jasmine (author) on September 05, 2011:@suzettenaples: A healthy combination of interactive methods is definitely the way to best teach foreign languages and learn. This hub was intended as the first in a row about foreign language teaching methods (the basic paper provided the classification and short description of outdated methods). I still plan to write those articles
:)Suzette Walker from Taos, NM on September 05, 2011:I For 24 years, Spanish taught high school and I used an interactive method. More interaction and Spanish In the classroom most seemed to hold the interest and attention of my students. Of course, we wrote composing in Spanish and read short excerpts of literature and short stories in Spanish. I did limited translations in
class to at least learn the process. When I studied in Spain at the University of Salamanca, the professors taught us grammar by teaching us all the verbs at the same time. It looks complicated, but it really isn't. In America, we teach everyone a Spanish tension, then we go to the next tension, and that's why and really bites. If we do it as they taught in Salamanca, I really think
students will learn to talk, read, write and listen in Spanish easier and more quickly. I've retired from teaching, so I'm not up on the latest trends going on today in foreign language teaching.htodd from United States on August 14, 2011:Great post.. ThanksJasmine (author) on Jul 08, 2011:@Paul Kuehn: Thanks for sharing your experience. I agree, the same methods work for me.
Paul Richard Kuehn from Udorn City, Thailand on July 04, 2011:As a foreign language teacher and student, I have used all of the major teaching methods which you have brilliantly described in this hub. I made the most of my progress in Chinese learning by learning first with the linguistic audio method and then tracking it with an interactive method. As an EFL and ESL teacher,
my adult students have made the most of the action using interactive and situational methods.Free online translations on January 18, 2011:I Think its most effective interactive method allows you to practice your knowledge with indigenous people. Dave Mathews from NORTH YORK,ONTARIO,CANADA on January 17, 2011:As a person who is most proficient in English in
grammar, and composition writing, I have often desired to try and help others who would need or desire help with such a difficult language, but I have never followed with this idea. Idea.
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